
Single-phase paralleling Connection Guidance

1. Single-phase paralleling wiring diagram(230Vac Single phase)

2. Parallel communication

Please use full-pin PIN to PIN (T-568B) Cat5 Cable to parallel the inverters .



Turn on the 2-PIN DIP of the first and the last one

3. Parallel configuration via LCD

3.1. Firmware update for both the LCD and inverter
Step1: Please update the LCD before doing parallel configuration ，please refer to “ LCD
local update guidance”
Step2: Tell Lux power to do firmware update for parallel functions online (before update
the inverters , please check if the grid power is on , if the grid power is normal, please
disable “offgrid output “via Advanced page, else if grid power is off ,please turn off the
AC breaker .)

3.2. Parallel configurations via LCD

Please follow the steps below to configure parallel settings：
Step1：make sure power cables and parallel comms cables have been wired correctly
and also make sure the DIP configurations are correct.
Step2：Power On inverter and make inverters standby (set standby via Basic page), and
inverter status should be “0”



Step3: Set one of them as single-phase master unit and the others to be slave unit.
And at the same time enable battery shared mode.

1 unit as 1Phase Master
The others as Slave
Composed phase set to R phase.
All inverters set to “Share Battery”

1 unit as 1Phase Master
The others as Slave
All inverters set to “Share Battery”

Make sure the safety standard and grid type configurations are consistent.

4. Parallel info in home page

After successfully configuring the parallel settings , there is parallel info at the bottom of
home page
Pnum： Pnum stands for “parallel number” ，
Role： M stands for Master and S stands for Slave ;
Phase： 3 means Composed Phase of each unit ， if there are 3 units ,they will be 1，2，3
respectively



5. Battery configuration

The battery comms cable must be connected to the master unit
The charge and discharge limitations are based on the master unit, so you can just
do discharge and charge limitation to master unit.

6. Commissioning the parallel system

Before turning on the inverters , please make sure Single-phase paralleling wiring has been
done correctly.
Step1. Turn on the battery and make sure the battery communication works on all
inverters
Step2. Check the parallel info via Home page ( Pnum, Role, and composed phase)
Step3. Turn on “Off-grid output “ function via Advanced page
Step4. Before connecting loads to EPS output ,please check the EPS output of both L
and N.
Step5. Add some small loads to EPS output and check .
Step6. Finish the commissioning .
If all steps above work normally ,please power off the inverters and then turn on the grid
power to self-adjust the composed phases properly. Else if there is any fault or alarm code ,
please refer to the “Troubleshooting” list below.



7. Troubleshooting







Notice:
1） Make sure the the power rate of the inverters are the same

2） Make sure the LCD ,COM and DSP support parallel connection function

3） Make sure the grid power of 3 phase on or off at the same time

4） Make sure the control board support parallel connection function (Contact Luxpower and track the inverter batch)


